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Managing stem cell apheresis effectively
Haematopoietic stem cell transplantation
Haematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) is a
treatment that involves suppressing a patient’s haematopoietic system by chemotherapy or radiotherapy and
replacing it either with stem cells previously harvested
from this patient or with cells from another individual
(donor). One of the benefits of this treatment is that it
lets one use more aggressive treatment in patients with
resistant tumours. In addition, the transplanted cells
themselves may have a curative effect on the patient’s
haematological malignancies [1, 2].
The advances in the clinical protocols for HSCT have led
to a significant increase in the number of transplantations
performed worldwide. The millionth HSCT was performed
in 2013 [3]. Traditionally haematopoietic stem cells have
been harvested from bone marrow. Nowadays, peripheral
blood enriched with mobilised stem cells is used several
times more frequently than bone marrow [4]. Some
40,000 peripheral blood stem cell transplants are performed
in Europe annually [5].

Peripheral blood has several advantages over bone marrow
as a source of stem cells. Collecting haematopoietic stem
cells from peripheral blood is less invasive than sourcing
them from bone marrow and does not require anaesthesia.
Neutrophil and platelet reconstitution, the markers of
successful post-transplantation engraftment, occurs earlier
after peripheral blood stem cell transplantation than after
bone marrow transplantation [6]. Cord blood haematopoietic stem cells are also used to a smaller extent, usually in
children, or in patients where a compatible bone marrow
donor or mobilised peripheral blood stem cells could not be
found. It is predicted that peripheral blood will continue to
be the major source of haematopoietic stem cells for HSCT
in the future, and that the annual number of transplantations will continue to increase.
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Apheresis is a procedure required to collect stem cells
from peripheral blood and is a part of peripheral blood
stem cell transplantation. The stem cell transplantation
process can be summarised in distinct phases such as
mobilisation, apheresis (collection), preparing the product
for storage, infusing the transplant, and engraftment and
recovery. This white paper focuses on the implementation
of the ‘XN Stem Cells’ mode of the XN analyser for optimising the peripheral blood stem cell apheresis process.

XN Stem Cells: The technology
behind automated stem cell counting
Automated stem cell counting is a very simple, reliable and
standardised method. 190 µL of blood or apheresis material is aspirated and the result is available in a few minutes
with no need for manual gating, pre-treatment or sample
washing. Four separate stem cell counts are performed
from the 190 µL aliquot, after which the mean value of
the four measurements is reported, making the analysis
particularly accurate and reliable. Stem cell counts are
reported as an absolute (XN-HPC#) and a relative count
(XN-HPC% – a percentage of the total white blood cells).
XN Stem Cells are enumerated on the XN haematology
analyser using fluorescence flow cytometry. The instrument uses a channel dedicated to white precursor and
pathological cells, called ‘WPC’. During analysis, signals
of forward scattered light, sideward scattered light and
side fluorescence light are recorded. Forward scatter (FSC)
corresponds to the size of the cell and side scatter (SSC)
to the internal structural complexity/granularity. The
fluorescence intensity (SFL) depends on several factors,
such as the cell’s state of maturity and whether it is
reactive or malignant in origin [7].
In the WPC channel, the fluorescence intensity of cells
depends on the cells’ permeability to the WPC reagent. A
high degree of membrane damage by the reagent leads to
cellular content leaking through the pores, a decreased cell
size, and higher fluorescence intensity since more fluorescence marker can enter the cell and bind to the DNA [8].
Immature stem cells differ from the more mature progenitor cells by their membrane lipid composition. Stem cells’
membranes are relatively resistant to permeabilisation by
the WPC reagent [8]. As a result, stem cells are medium
in size (medium FSC), have a low granularity (low SSC) and
relatively low fluorescence intensity (low-medium SFL).

Stem cells

Fig. 1 XN Stem Cells cluster in the 3D model of a WPC channel scattergram

Based on fluorescence flow cytometry, the analyser uses
three dimensions to identify stem cells (see Fig. 1). Other
cell populations, such as NRBC, myeloid progenitor cells
or lymphocytes, which look similar to stem cells from a
morphological perspective, do not interfere with the stem
cell population since they have a different membrane
composition. This results in a very different cell volume
and fluorescence intensity in the WPC channel compared
to stem cells. As a result, there is good stem cell separation
and count value accuracy.

Optimising the current stem cell
apheresis workflow
XN Stem Cells is a solution that you can use to optimise
the stem cell apheresis workflow in the following stages:
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Fig. 2 Schematic overview of implementation points for XN Stem Cells
to optimise stem cell apheresis
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Mobilisation and enumerating CD34
In healthy donors, the percentage of CD34+ cells circulating amongst the total nucleated cell population in peripheral blood in a steady state is approximately 0.06 %,
or 2 – 5/µL. However, the mobilisation of stem cells from
bone marrow into peripheral blood prior to stem cell
collection increases the concentration of stem cells by a
factor of 10 – 100 [6]. The optimal concentration of stem
cells for successful engraftment is 5 – 10 x 106 CD34+ cells/
kg of recipient body weight. The minimum concentration is
2 x 106 CD34+ cells/kg body weight. Established thresholds
for initiating collection may vary across countries and
centres, but typically range from 10 – 20 CD34+ cells/µL.
Cytokine regimens for mobilising stem cells, their dose
and schedule vary among transplant centres and depend
strongly on the range of the pathologies being treated.
Most transplant groups use a five-day regimen, starting
stem cell collection on the fifth day [6]. However, some
centres report shorter mobilisation periods of four and
even three days of cytokine administration.
Before starting stem cell collection, the mobilisation
success has to be assessed to decide whether stem cell
collection can be started. Historically, an increase in
the WBC count has been seen as a marker for stem cell
mobilisation. However, it is reported that a WBC count
correlates only weakly with the CD34+ count in mobilised
peripheral blood [9].
CD34+ cells are enumerated in mobilised peripheral blood
using immune flow cytometry according to the suggested
ISHAGE protocol [10]. In general, commercially available
kits for staining CD34, CD45 and apoptosis/cell viability
marker 7AAD are used.
On average, the CD34 count in mobilised blood is performed two to three times in autologous transplantations,
and once in allogeneic transplantations on the donor
blood. Even though CD34 flow cytometry is the current
‘gold standard’ for stem cell evaluation, the method has
some limitations.
Firstly, the procedure is lengthy. The sample requires labelling and several washing steps, and the full analysis procedure may take up to 1.5 hours. Secondly, the commercial
antibody kits are rather expensive. Thirdly, correct gating
of the cell populations on the flow cytometer requires
experienced laboratory personnel, and results may vary
significantly depending on the flow cytometer’s operator.
Other factors that affect the variation of the counts within
and between the laboratories include the type of flow

cytometer, the protocol used, and the antibody manufacturer [11]. Finally, external quality control schemes showed
a high variation in CD34 counts between laboratories [12],
and there are reported cases when anti-CD34 antibodies
interacted with substances in the plasma and caused
false-positive CD34 analysis results [13].
The XN Stem Cells method has shown excellent correlation with the CD34 count in mobilised peripheral blood
[14 – 16]. The table below (Table 1) summarises the corre
lations between XN Stem Cells and CD34 in mobilised
peripheral blood and apheresis products observed in the
latest multicentre study in the Netherlands.
Table 1 Correlations of XN Stem Cells and CD34 in mobilised peripheral
blood and apheresis samples (Gromme et al., submitted manuscript)
Slope

Intercept,
cells/µL

r value

Number of
samples

All samples

0.95

0.52

0.97

214

Peripheral blood

0.92

0.98

0.92

147

Intermediate
apheresis product

0.86

146.1

0.98

22

Final apheresis
product

0.99

92.07

0.94

45

XN Stem Cells can be used to substitute most of the CD34
counts in mobilised peripheral blood to determine the
starting point of stem cell collection. Studies have shown
that identical cut-off values should be used for CD34 and
XN Stem Cells counts [15]. It was recommended to use a
higher cut-off value (38 cells/µL) for good mobilisers, and
a lower cut-off value (20 cells/µL) for expected poor mobi
lisers. Sysmex recommends that customers evaluate which
cut-off value best suits their routine as it will depend on
the range of pathologies in their transplantation centre.
A cut-off value for XN Stem Cells lower than 20 cells/µL
should not be used. As a starting point, CD34 counts
should be performed in the mobilised blood sample with
an XN Stem Cells count above, but close to, the cut-off
value of 20 cells/µL.
The following cut-off values could be used as a guidance,
yet should still be evaluated at the site:
a)  XN-HPC < 20/µL
➞ continue mobilisation regimen; do not perform CD34
count; patient will return the next day
b) XN-HPC ≥ 20 and < 30/μL
➞ perform CD34 test; start or postpone apheresis based
on the CD34 count according to the laboratory SOP
c)  XN-HPC ≥ 30/μL
➞ start apheresis; CD34 test may be omitted
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Stem cell collection
Mobilised stem cells are collected from peripheral blood
during stem cell apheresis using a blood cell separator. An
apheresis procedure requires several hours, usually four to
five. Generally speaking, three times the body’s blood volume is passed through the separator. In some cases, where
mobilisation is poor, several apheresis procedures may be
required on consecutive days to obtain a sufficient number
of stem cells, which is inconvenient for the donors.
After the first apheresis cycle, when a single body’s blood
volume has passed through the separator, the concentration of stem cells in the donor’s peripheral blood drops
significantly and keeps falling after each consecutive
round due to the removal of stem cells from the blood
stream. On the other hand, stem cells continue to be
mobilised from bone marrow into peripheral blood during
apheresis, and up to 55 % of the stem cells in the final
apheresis product represent those mobilised during the
apheresis procedure itself. Both the drop in stem cell
concentration and the mobilisation during apheresis vary
substantially among individuals [17, 18].
Apheresis centres use a formula to calculate the required
volume of apheresis and to predict the stem cell yield,
based on the CD34 count pre-apheresis in the mobilised
blood, the expected efficiency of apheresis and the weight
of the patient [19]. Usually there is no intervention during
stem cell collection. However, some customers perform
a CD34 count from the apheresis bag after the first collection round to assess whether the collection is running at
the predicted efficiency and will yield a sufficient number
of stem cells.
During a multicentre study in the Netherlands, the XN
Stem Cells count from an intermediate apheresis product
showed a good correlation (r = 0.98) with the CD34 yield
in the final apheresis product (Gromme et al., submitted
manuscript).
The XN Stem Cells functionality can be used to optimise
the apheresis process during the stem cell collection
phase. An intermediate apheresis sample from the apheresis bag can be measured after two cycles of apheresis.
In case of a very efficient collection, apheresis can be
stopped earlier. This would mean the donor can go home
earlier, and the bed at the apheresis ward will be free
for another patient or procedure. In case of an apheresis
that was less efficient than expected, apheresis can be
prolonged on that day to enhance the collection. The pa
tient might not need to return for a repeated collection

the next day. This kind of apheresis optimisation improves
the donor’s patient experience and leads to cost savings
through the better management of beds at the apheresis
department.
Apheresis product post-processing
Some guidelines require a CD34 count to be performed in
the final product [10]. In some hospitals, however, stem
cell collection, post-processing of the product, storage and
the transplantation itself are carried out at different locations.
Customer surveys have shown that particular apheresis
centres are interested in a quick and easy stem cell count
in the final product before sending the product away for
post-processing and storage. XN Stem Cells is such a quick
and reliable method for an additional stem cell count on
the apheresis product.

Benefits of XN Stem Cells for managing stem
cell apheresis – a case study
XN Stem Cells is a simple, quick and affordable method
for enumerating stem cells that is easy to standardise and
implement at any stem cell transplantation centre. It leads
to savings in terms of time and costs thanks to an optimised apheresis workflow.
The benefits of apheresis workflow management can
be illustrated through a case study of a transplantation
centre in Germany. The centre performs 80 transplantations per year, all of which are autologous. Three CD34
measurements are performed prior to stem cell collection
to determine the apheresis starting point. There is no
monitoring of apheresis during stem cell collection, and
CD34 is counted one final time in the apheresis product.
Around 20 % of patients are very poor mobilisers and have
to return for the second round of apheresis on the next
day if the yield of CD34+ cells in the final product is low.
For these patients, an additional CD34 count is performed
the next morning prior to stem cell collection.
After implementing XN Stem Cells, two of the initial CD34
analyses from mobilised peripheral blood are omitted. XN
Stem Cells are counted starting from day three or four of
the mobilisation protocol. As soon as the XN Stem Cells
count reaches the cut-off value of 20 cells/µL, CD34 analysis is performed and if the CD34+ count is also above the
cut-off value stem cell collection is started.
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Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the apheresis workflow before and after implementing XN Stem Cells

One additional XN Stem Cells analysis is performed after
two cycles of apheresis to assess the stem cell collection
efficiency. This lets the centre identify patients with a low
collection efficiency. In such cases, apheresis can be prolonged on the first day of collection. As a result, some of
these patients do not have to return for collection the next
day. Alternatively, if the identified collection efficiency is
higher than predicted, apheresis can be stopped earlier
if the target yield of stem cells has already been collected
after two cycles (Fig. 3). This helps to manage beds in the
apheresis ward and leads to the following benefits:
n I ncreased efficiency in the laboratory due to a reduced
number of CD34 tests
n Higher turnaround of patients in the apheresis ward
thanks to an improved apheresis workflow
n Cost reduction thanks to the lower number of
CD34 tests
n Improved patient experience for patients who can
avoid repeated aphereses

Conclusion
XN Stem Cells is a novel method for enumerating stem
cells based on fluorescence flow cytometry. The analysis
is fast, simple and standardised. Moreover, it requires no
extra instrument as it is run on the laboratory’s routine
haematology analyser. Enumerating stem cells from mobi
lised peripheral blood and intermediate apheresis products
can substantially improve the apheresis workflow in terms
of saving both time and costs.
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